What’s New

What’s New in Deutsch So Aktuell
8th Edition 3-Level German Program

Student Edition
- **Updated** Scope and Sequence for easier management of each level of content over one year (8 chapters per level)
- **New** design for improved navigation within each chapter
- **Updated** photos, illustrations, and content promoting cultural awareness, diversity, and inclusion
- **New** unit opener layout and photos with improved features to engage students, spark curiosity, and guide learning:
  - Succinct, easy to understand student contracts (*Lernziele*)
  - Updated essential questions tied to AP® Themes
  - Updated quotes and proverbs that include modern perspectives (*Sprichwort*)
  - New student learning tips for extended language practice (*Tipp*)

Annotated Teacher’s Edition
Enhanced notes for the teacher, including:
- Additional student activities
- Social and emotional learning opportunities
- Connections to other disciplines
- Reading Strategies
- AP® preparation

Assessment Tools
All quizzes and tests authored in Edulastic so teachers can edit, adapt, and administer online

Supplements
New Supplements
- Authentic Resources: Using Videos to Strengthen Communication supplement with authentic videos and corresponding activities
- Pre-AP® Reading supplement with authentic texts for students to interpret (e.g., songs, articles, infographics)

Enhanced Supplements
- **New** consistent activity titles for easy navigation when assigning to students
- **Updated** workbook activities with enhanced instructions for students
- **New** graphics that promote cultural awareness, diversity, and inclusion

- **New** culture content to engage students with German-speaking communities, including:
  - Updated culture topics and photos
  - Updated connections to products, practices, and perspectives of the German-speaking world
  - Enhanced intercultural comparisons
  - Communication labels and correlations to ACTFL standards for each activity to empower student learning
  - Simplified direction lines for student activities